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PHYSARUM POLYCEPHALUM SYLLOGISTIC
L-SYSTEMS AND JUDAIC ROOTS OF
UNCONVENTIONAL COMPUTING

Abstract. We show that in Kabbalah, the esoteric teaching of Judaism, there
were developed ideas of unconventional automata in which operations over char-
acters of the Hebrew alphabet can simulate all real processes producing appro-
priate strings in accordance with some algorithms. These ideas may be used
now in a syllogistic extension of Lindenmayer systems (L-systems), where we
deal also with strings in the Kabbalistic-Leibnizean meaning. This extension
is illustrated by the behavior of Physarum polycephalum plasmodia which can
implement, first, the Aristotelian syllogistic and, second, a Talmudic syllogistic
by qal wa-homer.

I. Introduction

Among approaches to biological computing there is one represented by
L-systems invented by Aristid Lindenmayer [4], which allow us to simu-

late the growth of plants by formal grammars [7], [14]. In the project [2],
we consider Physarum polycephalum as the medium of computations to

embody complex extensions of L-systems; about the computational power
of Physarum polycephalum please see [1], [2], [8], [9], [10]. In this paper, we

show that we can implement different syllogistics including Talmudic reason-
ing by qal wa-homer in the biological behavior of Physarum polycephalum:

the Aristotelian syllogistic [5] and a Talmudic syllogistic formalized by Yis-
rael Ury [15]. The first is implementable within standard trees of appropriate

L-systems considered as growing plasmodia. The second is implementable by
growing appropriate L-systems only in one direction. Hence, the Physarum

polycephalum plasmodium may be regarded as an L-system that is being
spatially extended to implement different logics. This extension can be de-

scribed as a Physarum L-system (Section 3). Within this system we can
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implement (i) Aristotelian syllogistic in the Physarum media (Sections 4, 5)
and Talmudic reasoning formalized in [15] (Section 6).

In our project [2], we obtained the basis of a new object-oriented pro-
gramming language for Physarum polycephalum computing [12]. Within this

language we can check the possibilities of practical implementations of stor-
age modification machines on plasmodia and their applications to behav-

ioral science such as behavioral economics and game theory. The point is
that experiments with plasmodia may show fundamental properties of any

intelligent behavior. The language proposed by us can be used for devel-
oping programs for Physarum polycephalum by the spatial configuration of

stationary nodes. Thus, in this language we can design the Aristotelian syl-
logistic [5] and a Talmudic syllogistic formalized by Yisrael Ury [15].

Let us notice that the ideas of unconventional computing, i.e. the ideas
that any creating in the physical world such as L-systems is a kind of com-
putation came to the minds of Kabbalists for the first time. According to

the Kabbalists, each physical item is a string of an appropriate L–system.
Each string of creature consists just of three characters of the Hebrew al-

phabet. Then Leibniz supposed that each string of creature consists of two
characters called a subject and predicate with appropriate numerical values.

The Judaic roots of syllogistic L-systems are examined in Section 2.

II. Judaic roots of unconventional computing within
syllogistic extensions of L-systems

According to unconventional computing, any natural process can be
considered a set of programmable strings. First the idea that the world is

a class of strings (such as strings of L-systems) was thought up in Kab-
balah, the esoteric teaching of Judaism. It was claimed that the world does

not exist in itself and it is a combination of the characters of the sacred
(Hebrew) language, in which the Holy Scripture is written. According to

the Sefer Yetzirah, the best known Kabbalistic source, the entire Universe
was created from the set of 22 Hebrew letters. Each character of the He-

brew alphabet is given an assigned number, beginning with one for `, two
for a, and so on. The tenth character, i, is numerically equivalent to 10, and

successive characters equal 20, 30, 40, and so on. The letter w equals 100,
x 200, y 300 and the last letter, z, equals 400. The final forms (sofit)

of the Hebrew letters are counted as a continuation of the numerical se-
quence for the alphabet. These sofit letters are assigned from 500 to 900,

respectively:
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numeric numeric numericletter letter lettervalue value value

` 1 i 10 w 100

a 2 k 20 x 200

b 3 l 30 y 300

 4 n 40 z 400

d 5 p 50 j 500

e 6 q 60 m 600

f 7 r 70 o 700

g 8 t 80 s 800

h 9 v 90 u 900

Kabbalah reconstructs the dynamics of natural phenomena from two
points of view: on the one hand, Hebrew phrases of the Torah can be rep-

resented as numeric algorithms for describing natural phenomena, on the
other hand, mathematical calculations over phenomena can be read as He-

brew phrases.
The roots of Kabbalah have grown from Gematria [`ixhnib], the cryp-

togramme giving instead of an initial word its numerical value or replacing
one word by another word whose letters correspond to the letters of the first

word by a special combination of characters. The two forms of Gematria oc-
curing in the Talmud and Midrash are as follows:

1) Numeric values of words. Two basic subcases are:
i) A number, hinting in the Holy Scripture at a subject. For example, in

the Torah (Gen. 14:14) it is stated that Abraham, waging war against the
four Eastern kings, armed and took 318 of his trained servants; meanwhile
there exists a Midrash according to which Abraham took only one servant,

Eliezer. Gematria solves this contradiction by referring that the sum of
numerical values of letters of the name Eliezer is equal to 318 (` = 1;

l = 30; i = 10; r = 70; f = 7; x = 200):

three hundred and eighteen: Our Sages said (Gen. Rabbah 43:2, Ned. 32a): It
was Eliezer alone, and it [the number 318] is the numerical value of his name.

ii) A word of the Holy Scripture hinting at a number, person or subject.

For instance, a word can be accepted in its ordinary numerical value, for
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example the word sqkd, money, which King Ahasuerus promised to return
to Haman, presaged urd, the gallows-tree on which he was hanged, because

both words = 165 (Esther 3:11). In this form Gematria is a simple arithmetic
equation, for example gnv = mgpn = 138. Further, one of the members of

equality or both members can be added up with a unit or two, an ‘external
number’ for those words whose numerical value is regarded. For example:

both dxez and z`xi equal 611; by adding the number 2, (an ‘external num-
ber’ for both words), we sum up 613 (Numb. Rabbah 18:21).

2. Cryptography. All or some letters of a word can be replaced also by
appropriate letters in accordance with the cryptographic alphabet. One of

the methods of cryptography is Atbash [yaz`] that exchanges each letter
in a word or a phrase by opposite letters. Opposite letters are determined

by substituting the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet [`] with the last
letter [z], the second letter [a] with the next to last [y], etc. The result can
be interpreted as a secret message or calculated by the standard Gematria

methods. For example, Prophet Jeremiah (51:1) calls Babylon the name
inw al for unclear reasons. By Atbash, is a cryptography, having the

value (Chaldea). Another instance of Atbash is when the country
is understood as (Jeremiah 25:26 and 51:41).

Many Kabbalists had attempts to recreate some samples of the Divine
speech creating the Universe by using different Gematria methods. They

supposed that the Divine words may be generated by a purely mechanical
process and might have no meaning in human language. In fact, as we see,

the idea of automaton, a self-operating machine, flashed upon Kabbalists
for the first time (for more details see [6]).

As an example of Kabbalistic automata let us consider one of the au-
tomata simulating the Divine speech proposed by Eleazar ben Judah ben

Kalonymus of Worms (Rokeach), the Talmudist and Kabbalist, born prob-
ably at Mayence about 1176 and died at Worms in 1238 [6]. He was a de-

scendant of the great Kalonymus family of Mayence.
The matter is that each Hebrew character has a name that is a combina-

tion of other Hebrew characters, e.g. the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet
is sl` and its name is a combination of the following three letters: sl`,

nl, `t. The first letter in the names of each Hebrew letter is this letter
itself, e.g. the first letter of the name of sl` is sl` itself. This allowed

Rokeach to define each letter as a production rule producing another let-
ter. As a result, these calculations were very close to modern L-systems

with coinductive definitions of production rules. In the following example
of Rokeach’s automaton, we can see, how the letters of the word ‘Talmud’

[enlz] emerge from sl` in an L-system:
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Halting pattern: t [z], l [l], m [n], w [e], d [] (Talmud)

Input string: ’a [`], l [l], f [t]

Production rules: ’a → lf; l → md; f → ’a; m → m; d → lt, t → w

Generation1: lf [sl], md [n], ’a [`]

Generation2: md [n], ’a [`], m [n], lt [zl], lf [sl]

Generation3: m, lt, lf, m, md, w, md, ’a

All five letters of the word ‘Talmud’ appear after three generations.

This automaton can be simulated in a Physarum L-system, where all
the variables denote appropriate Hebrew characters and production rules

correspond to the production rules of Rokeach’s automaton.
Each root of a Hebrew word has only three characters. This fact allows

Kabbalists to claim that each item denoted by suitable three Hebrew char-
acters is a string expressing the symbolic meaning and the power of that

item. In the Sefer Yetzirah, it is stated that each string of the length three
is obtained by generations of L-systems from the three letters: ’alef [`],

mem [n], shin [y]:

There are twenty-two basic letters. Three of them are the first elements [wa-
ter, air, fire], fundamentals or mothers, seven are double letters and twelve are
simple letters. The three fundamental letters y"n` have as their basis the bal-
ance. In one scale is the merit and in the other criminality, which are placed in
equilibrium by the tongue. The three fundamental letters y"n` signify, as n is
mute like the water and y hissing like the fire, there is ` among them, a breath
of air which reconciles them (Sefer Yetzirah).

For example, man (in Hebrew ’ish, i.e. a combination of ’alef, shin) and

woman (in Hebrew ’ishah, i.e. a combination of ’alef, shin) are considered
obtained from fire (shin) and air (’alef). Each string of the length three con-

tains different combinations of 22 letters. Different meanings of strings are
implied by different combinations, because each character possesses a special

symbolic value. In the following table, the basic symbolic values of Hebrew
letters are considered:
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letter symbolic value letter symbolic value letter symbolic value

` Air, Supremacy,
Existence.

h Leo, Taste, Combina-
tion of shin and kaf.
jy means ‘thorn’.

t Mars, Power, Combina-
tion of beth and daleth.
a means ‘cloth’.

a Mercury, Wisdom,
Combination of ’alef
and shin. y` means
‘fire’.

i Virgo, Eros, Combina-
tion of shin and peh.
sy means ‘rub’.

v Aquarius, Imagine,
Combination of mem
and resh, Meditation.
xn means ‘bitter’ or
‘master’.

b Luna, Grace, Combina-
tion of ’alef and mem.
`n` means ‘mother’.

k Jupiter, Life, Combina-
tion of beth and gimel.
ba means ‘food’.

w Pisces, Sleep, Combina-
tion of mem and taw.
zn means ‘dead’.

 Venus, Fertility, Combi-
nation of shin and mem.
my means ‘name’.

l Libra, Work, Combina-
tion of shin and resh.
xy means ‘minister’.

x Sol, Peace, Combina-
tion of gimel and daleth.
b means ‘fortune’.

d Aries, Sight, Combina-
tion of ’alef and kaf.
j` means ‘indeed’, ‘but’.

n Water, Eternal matter
without form.

y Fire, Energy, Power.

e Taurus, Hearing, Com-
bination of ’alef and peh.
s` means ‘although’.

p Scorpio, Movement,
Combination of shin
and taw. zy means ‘be
placed’.

z Saturn, Riches, Combi-
nation of ’alef, shin,
mem. yn`means ‘past’,
‘last night’.

f Gemini. Smell, Combi-
nation of ’alef and resh.
x` means ‘illuminate’.

q Sagitt, Anger, Combi-
nation of mem and kaf.
jn means ‘humble’.

g Cancer, Speech, Combi-
nation of ’alef and taw.
z` means an objectivi-
zation.

r Capricorn, Mirth, Com-
bination of mem and
peh. sn means ‘index’.

In the Sefer Yetzirah all the possible pairs of Hebrew letters are called
the two hundred and thirty-one ‘gates of knowledge’ (sha’arim). They are

calculated as follows: (22 · 21)/2! = 231, i.e., we take one of the 22 Hebrew
letters and match it with each of the 21 remaining letters which results in the

number 462 of all the possible permutations of two-letter strings including
the same two letters (2!). Hence, we obtain 231 unique ‘gates of knowledge’,

i.e., 231 unique two-letter strings. These strings occur in a square array, in
which each column and each line corresponds to one of the eleven supernal

sefirot with an inner dimension and an outer dimension. In this way we can
generate a complete array of 22 · 11 = 242 possible pairs:
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All the possible triples of Hebrew letters are called the 1,540 roots
(shorashim). We can calculate the number of all three-letter strings in the

following manner: (22 · 21 · 20)/3! = 1, 540.
The idea of Kabbalistic automata in which operations over characters of

the Hebrew alphabet should simulate physical and biological processes pro-
ducing appropriate strings, suggested to Leibniz an idea to work at a char-

acteristica universalis or ‘universal characteristic’, built on an alphabet of
human thought in which each fundamental concept would be represented by

a unique character. In universal characteristic complex thoughts would be
represented by combining characters for atomic thoughts. Characters of the

Hebrew alphabet, which in Kabbalists’ intention are atoms of any informa-
tion, were the prototypes of characters in Leibniz’ meaning. For Leibniz such

atoms should be presented by a system of the coding of all elementary con-
cepts by using prime numbers due to the uniqueness of prime factorization

(this idea was also used in Gödel numbering).
Universal characteristic should have become an automaton simulating

all physical processes, an automaton which knows the “Answer to the Ul-
timate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything”. This automaton

should have become a universal checker which can check and verify any
thought mechanically. Due to such possibilities, universal characteristic may

be regarded as sacral language, i.e. a unique language in which it is possi-
ble to think unmistakably, language that objectively reflects any physical

and biological process, language which already coincides with reality. It is
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obvious that sacred language in Kabbalistic meaning was a prototype of
universal language in the Leibnizian meaning.

Leibniz’ intention to construct universal characteristic was extremely
grandiose. In his days people trusted in unlimited powers of reason. It

seemed to them, that a bit later and the whole world would be completely
investigated. In this paper, I realize some of the ideas developed by Leibniz;

in particular I show that we can completely define a universal characteristic
for Aristotelian syllogistics and implement all syllogistic reasoning within

Physarum L-systems assuming Leibnizean-style characters (numbers) for all
concepts. Then I also implement Talmudic reasoning by the inference rule

qal wa-homer [15] within Physarum L-systems. The main difference between
Aristotelian syllogistics and Talmudic reasoning is that we are concentrating

on fusions of plasmodium in the case of the implementation of Aristotelian
syllogistics in Physarum L-systems and on multiplications of plasmodium
in the case of the implementation of Talmudic reasoning in Physarum L-

systems.
Thus, Kabbalists considered strings in the Hebrew alphabet, and all

the strings have a length not exceeding 3 characters. Leibniz proposed to
consider strings built up by real characters and these strings do not ex-

ceed the length 2: they are constructed from a subject symbol and a pred-
icate symbol. So, these strings are syllogistic. In this paper, I am going

to develop some Kabbalistic-Leibnizian presuppositions within Physarum
L-systems to build up syllogistic systems simulating the creation of plas-

modia.

III. Physarum L-system

The behavior of Physarum polycephalum plasmodia can be stimulated
by attractants and repellents. We have the following entities which can be

used in programming plasmodia:
– The set of active zones of Physarum {A1, A2, . . .}, from which any be-
havior begins to carry out.
– The set of attractants {N1, N2, . . .}; they are sources of the nutrients on
which the plasmodium feeds, or pheromones which chemically attract
the plasmodium. Any attractant is characterized by its position and

intensity.
– The set of repellents {R1, R2, . . .}. Plasmodium of Physarum avoids light
and some thermo- and salt-based conditions. Thus, domains of high illu-
mination (or a high level of salt) are repellents such that each repellent

is characterized by its position and intensity, or force of repelling.
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Plasmodia grow from active zones. At these active zones, according to
Adamatzky’s experiments [2], [3], the following three basic operations stimu-

lated by nutrients (attractants) and some other conditions can be observed:
fusion, multiplication, and direction operations (see Fig. 1):

Figure 1. The stimulation of the following operations in Physarum automata:
(a) fusion, (b) multiplication, and (c) direction, where A1, A2, A3 are active zones,
N,N1, N2, N3 are attractants, α is a protoplasmic tube, R is a repellent.

(1) The fusion, denoted Fuse, means that two active zones A1 and A2 pro-
duce new active zone A3: Fuse(A1, A2) = A3.

(2) The multiplication, Mult, means that the active zone A1 splits into two
independent active zones A2 and A3, propagating along their own tra-

jectories: Mult(A1) = {A2, A3}.
(3) The direction, Direct, means that the active zone A is translated to

a source of nutrients with certain initial velocity vector v: Direct(A, v).
These operations, Fuse, Mult, Direct, can be determined by the attrac-

tants {N1, N2, . . .} and repellents {R1, R2, . . .}.
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On the basis of active zones {A1, A2, . . .}, attractants {N1, N2, . . .}, and
repellents {R1, R2, . . .}, we can define a Physarum L-system. Let us remem-
ber that an L-system consists of (i) an alphabet of symbols that can be used
to make strings, (ii) a collection of production rules that expand each sym-

bol into some larger or shorter string of symbols, and (iii) an initial string
from which we move. These systems were introduced by Lindenmayer [4],

[7], [14] to describe and simulate the behavior of plant cells.
The Physarum L-system is defined as follows: G = 〈G,ω,Q〉, where

(i) G (the alphabet) is a set of symbols containing elements that can
be replaced (variables); namely they are active zones {A1, A2, . . .} which
can be propagated towards attractants {N1, N2, . . .} by protoplasmic tubes
and avoid repellents {R1, R2, . . .}, i.e., G = {A1, A2, . . .} ∪ {N1, N2, . . .} ∪
{R1, R2, . . .}; (ii) ω (start, axiom or initiator) is a string of symbols from G
defining the initial state of the system, i.e., ω always belongs to {A1, A2, . . .};
(iii) Q is a set of production rules or productions defining the way vari-

ables can be replaced with combinations of constants and other variables,
i.e., production rules show a propagation of active zones by protoplasmic

tubes towards attractants with avoiding repellents.
Let A, B, C be called primary strings, their meanings run over symbols

A1, A2, . . ., N1, N2, . . . Production rules allow us to build composite strings
from primary strings. So, a production A →Q B consists of two strings, the

predecessor A and the successor B. Some basic cases of productions are as
follows: (i) the fusion, denoted AB →Q C, means that two active zones A

and B produce new active zone C at the place of an attractant denoted
by C; (ii) the multiplication, A →Q BC, means that the active zone A

splits into two independent active zones B and C propagating along their
own trajectories towards two different attractants denoted then by B and C;

(iii) the direction, A →Q B, means that the active zone A is translated to
a source of nutrients B.

L-systems can generate infinite data structure. Therefore it is bet-
ter to define some production rules, denoted by A → B, recursively

like is: A → BA, producing an infinite sequence BABABABA . . . from A,
or A → BCA, producing an infinite sequence BCABCABCABCA . . .

from A. In the Physarum L-system, the rule A → BAmeans that we will ful-
fill the direction, A →Q B, infinitely many times; the rule A → BCA means

that we will fulfill the multiplication, A →Q BC, infinitely many times. Let
us consider an example of recursive production rules. Let G = {A,B} and
let us start with the string A. Assume (A → BA) and (B → B). Thus, we
obtain the following strings:
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Generation n = 0: A
Generation n = 1: BA

Generation n = 2: BBA
Generation n = 3: BBBA

Generation n = 4: BBBBBA
Generation n = 5: BBBBBBA

In an appropriate Physarum L-system, these generations are represented

as an infinite tree by permanent additions of new attractants before plas-
modium propagation. In other words, we obtain the binary tree labeled

with s and t, and whose interior nodes are either one unary node labeled
with B or one binary node labeled with A (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Example of labels for binary trees.

To sum up, we obtain the infinite binary tree of Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Example of an infinite binary tree.

If we are limited just by themultiplication, A →Q BC, and the direction,
A →Q B, we can build up binary trees in Physarum L-systems using the

following definition of binary trees labeled with x, y, . . ., whose interior nodes
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are either unary nodes labeled with u1, u2, . . . or binary nodes labeled with
b1, b2, . . .:

1. the variables x, y, . . . are trees;
2. if t is a tree, then adding a single node labeled with one of u1, u2, . . . as

a new root with t as its only subtree gives a tree;
3. if s and t are trees, then adding a single node labeled with one of

b1, b2, . . . as a new root with s as the left subtree and t as the right
subtree again gives a tree;

4. trees may go on forever.
Let Tr be the set of trees that we have defined. Then our definition

introduces a coalgebra [16]:

Tr = {x, y, . . .} ∪ ({u1, u2, . . .} × Tr) ∪ ({b1, b2, . . .} × Tr × Tr).

Thus, within L-systems, we can obtain complex structures including
infinite structures defined coalgebraically. In some cases, it is better to deal

with infinite structures (infinite trees), assuming that all strings are finite.

IV. Aristotelian trees

Let us consider Aristotelian syllogistic trees, which can be large, but

their strings are only of the length 1 or 2. AnAristotelian syllogistic tree is la-
beled with x, y, . . ., its interior nodes are n-ary nodes labeled with b1, b2, . . .,

and it is defined as follows: (1) the variables x, y, . . . are Aristotelian syllo-
gistic trees whose single descendants are underlying things (hypokeimenon,

ὑποκείμενον) such that for each x, y, . . ., parents are supremums of de-
scendants (notice that all underlying things are mutually disjoint); (2) if

t1, t2, . . . , tn are Aristotelian syllogistic trees such that their tops are con-
cepts which are mutually disjoint and their supremum is bx ∈ {b1, b2, . . .},
then adding a single node labeled with bx as a new root with t1, t2, . . . , tn
as its only subtrees gives an Aristotelian syllogistic tree; (3) an Aristotelian

syllogistic tree is finite.
The idea of hypokeimenon allowed Aristotle to build up finite trees. He

starts with underlying things as primary descendants of trees in constructing
syllogistic databases. Now, let us define syllogistic strings of the length 1 or 2

by means of a Physarum L-system. Let each bx ∈ {b1, b2, . . .} be presented
by an appropriate attractant and underlying things by initial active zones

of Physarum. So, first trees x, y, . . ., whose single descendants are underlying
things, are obtained by fusion or direction. Their supremums are denoted

by attractants which were occupied by the first plasmodium propagation.
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These trees are considered subtrees for the next plasmodia propagation by
fusion or direction. At the end, we can obtain just one supremum com-

bining all subtrees. Let a1, a2, a3, . . . be underlying things. Then they are
initial strings, i.e., they can be identified with active zones of plasmodia.

Their meanings are as follows: “there exists a1”, “there exists a2”, “there
exists a3”, . . . Assume that in the tree structure the supremum of a1 and a2
is b1, the supremum of a2 and a3 is b2, . . . These supremums are fusions of
plasmodia. Then, we have the strings a1b1, a2b1, a2b2, a3b2, . . . Their mean-

ings are as follows: “a1 is b1”, “a2 is b1”, “a2 is b2”, “a3 is b2”, . . . Further,
let bn be a supremum for b1 and b2. It denotes an attractant that was oc-

cupied by the plasmodium at the third step of the propagation. Our new
strings are as follows: “b1 is bn”, “b2 is bn”, etc. Now we can appeal also

to the following new production rule: if “x is y” and “y is z”, then “x is z”.
Thus, we have the strings: a1bn, a2bn, a2bn, a3bn, . . .

V. Aristotelian syllogistic

The symbolic system of Aristotelian syllogistic can be implemented

in the behavior of Physarum polycehalum plasmodium. Let us design cells
of Physarum syllogistic which will designate classes of terms. We can sup-

pose that cells can possess different topological properties. This depends
on the intensity of chemo-attractants and chemo-repellents. The intensity

entails the natural or geographical neighborhood of the set’s elements in
accordance with the spreading of attractants or repellents. As a result, we

obtain Voronoi cells [3], [12]. Let us define what they are mathematically.
Let P be a nonempty finite set of planar points and |P| = n. For points

p = (p1, p2) and x = (x1, x2), let

d(p, x) =
√

(p1 − x1)2 + (p2 − x2)2

denote their Euclidean distance. A planar Voronoi diagram of the set P is
a partition of the plane into cells, such that for any element of P, a cell
corresponding to a unique point p contains all those points of the plane

which are closer to p in respect to the distance d than to any other node
of P. A unique region

vor(p) =
⋂

m∈P,m 6=p

{z ∈ R2 : d(p, z) < d(m, z)}

assigned to the point p is called a Voronoi cell of the point p. Within one

Voronoi cell, a reagent has a full power to attract or repel the plasmodium.
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The distance d is defined by the intensity of reagent spreading like in other
chemical reactions simulated by Voronoi diagrams. A reagent attracts or

repels the plasmodium and the distance in that it is possible corresponds
to the elements of a given planar set P. When two spreading wave fronts of
two reagents meet, this means that on the board of meeting the plasmodium
cannot choose its one further direction and splits (see Fig. 4). Within the

same Voronoi cell, two active zones will fuse.

Figure 4. The Voronoi diagram for Physarum, where different attractants have
different intensity and power.

Now, we can obtain coordinates (x, y) ∈ Z2 for each Voronoi center. The
number (x, y) can be assigned to each concept as its character. If a Voronoi
center with the coordinates (xa, ya) is presented by an attractant that is

activated and occupied by the plasmodium, this means that in an appro-
priate Physarum syllogistic model there exists a string a with the coordi-

nates (xa, ya). This string has the meaning “a exists”. If a Voronoi center
with the coordinates (xa, ya) is presented by a repellent that is activated and

avoided by the plasmodium, this means that in an appropriate Physarum
syllogistic model there exists a string [a] with the coordinates (xa, ya). This

string has the meaning “a does not exist”. If two neighbor Voronoi cells with
the coordinates (xa, ya) and (xb, yb) of centers contain activated attractants

which are occupied by the plasmodium and between both centers there are
protoplasmic tubes, then in an appropriate Physarum syllogistic model there

exists a string ab and a string ba where a has the coordinates (xa, ya) and
b has the coordinates (xb, yb). The meaning of those strings is the same and

it is as follows: “ab exists”, “ba exists”, “some a is b”, “some b is a”.
If one neighbor Voronoi cell with the coordinates (xa, ya) of its center

contains an activated attractant which is occupied by the plasmodium and
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another neighbor Voronoi cell with the coordinates (xb, yb) of its centre
contains an activated repellent which is avoided by the plasmodium, then in

an appropriate Physarum L-system there exists a string a[b] and a string [b]a
where a has the character (xa, ya) and [b] has the character (xb, yb). The

meaning of those strings is the same and is as follows: “ab do not exist, but
a exists without b”, “there exists a and no a is b”, “no b is a and there

exists a”, “a exists and b does not exist”.
If two neighbor Voronoi cells with the coordinates (xa, ya) and (xb, yb) of

their centers contain activated repellents which are avoided by the plasmod-
ium, then in an appropriate Physarum L-system there exists a string [ab]

and a string [ba] where [a] has the character (xa, ya) and [b] has the character
(xb, yb). The meaning of those strings is the same and is as follows: “ab do

not exist together”, “there are no a and there are no b”, “no b is a”, “no a
is b”. Hence, existence propositions of Aristotelian syllogistic are spatially
implemented in Physarum L-systems.

Let y′ denote all neighbor Voronoi cells for x which differ from y. Now,
let us consider a complex string xy&x[y′]. The sign & means that we have

strings xy and x[y′] simultaneously and they are considered one complex
string. The meaning of the string xy&x[y′] is a universal affirmative propo-

sition “all x are y”.
As a consequence, each Physarum L-system is considered a discourse

universe verifying some propositions of Aristotelian syllogistic.

VI. Talmudic reasoning by qal wa-homer

One of the most important rules in Talmudic reasoning is called qal

wa-homer. It is a parallel concurrent deduction which partly corresponds to
the scholastic proof a fortiori (‘a minori ad majus’ or ‘a majori ad minus’);

according to the latter what applies in less important cases will apply in
more important ones too, i.e. this rule allows one to entail from the simple

to the complex or vice versa. However, there are important distinctions from
the scholastic proof a fortiori. The process of deduction in the qal wa-homer

proceeds under the assumption that the inferred statement conclusion may
contain nothing more than is found in the premise. This limitation is called

the dayo principle. A syllogism implicitly drawn from a minor case upon
a more important one: “If X is true of Y and Z is of greater weight than Y,

then how much more X must be true of Z (but not more than of Y).” Exam-
ple: using the following passage as premise “If thou meet thy enemy’s ox or

his ass going astray, thou shalt surely bring it back to him again” (Ex. 23:4),
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we can conclude that if that be one’s conduct toward an enemy, how much
more should one be considerate toward a friend. In qal wa-homer two or

more parallel deductions concur under the following conditions: (i) they
have joint premises (ii) one deduction of the set of concurrent deductions is

much more certain. As a result, a certainty of that deduction is expanded
to cases of other concurrent deductions. Notice that qal wa-homer does not

hold in Judaic criminal procedure, i.e. by using this rule nobody can be
sentenced to an execution.

Now let us consider how syllogistic strings in a Physarum L-system can
verify the qal wa-homer reasoning as well. For the first time, Yisrael Ury [15]

has proposed using a spatial interpretation to model conclusions by qal wa-
homer. Let us concentrate on strings of the form xy′, where y′ denotes all

neighbor Voronoi cells for x which differ from y. So, for each pair x and y
we have the following four possible strings: xy, xy′, x′y, x′y′.
Let us take the diagram

xy′ xy

x′y′ x′y

that plays the role of the ‘universe of discourse’ for Talmudic reasoning

over cells x, y, x′, y′, because we can deal in this case just with strings
xy, xy′, x′y, x′y′. Let us suppose that we have black counters and if a black

counter is placed within a cell XY, this means that “this cell XY is occupied
by the Physarum polycephalum plasmodium” (i.e. the syllogistic meaning:

“there is a non-empty syllogistic string XY”; the Talmudic legal meaning:
“an appropriate Talmudic rule XY should be obeyed”). So, the cell XY

that does not contain a black counter indicates a situation in which the
obligation XY is not fulfilled, whereas the cell XY containing a black counter

indicates a situation in which the obligation XY is fulfilled.
Thus, if we have two rows and two columns (i.e. only four strings),

there are sixteen possible ways to cover such a diagram by means of black
counters, but Yisrael Ury notes that only six of them satisfy qal wa-homer

reasoning (Fig. 5).
Let x mean legal proposition 1 and y mean legal proposition 2. Then

they in the case of accepting diagrams of Fig. 5 have the following sense:
(a) It is necessary and sufficient to obey x; (b) It is necessary and sufficient

to obey y; (c) It is sufficient to obey either x or y; (d) It is not sufficient
to obey x and/or y; (e) It is necessary and sufficient to obey both x and y;

(f) It is not necessary to obey either x or y.
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Figure 5. Ury’s diagrams for conclusions by qal wa-homer.

Let us consider a Talmudic example of qal wa-homer:

You can reason a minori: if a paid bailee, who is not responsible for injury and
death, is nevertheless liable for theft and loss, then a borrower, who is liable for
the former, is surely liable for the latter too! And this is an a minori argument
which cannot be refuted. Why state that it ‘cannot be refuted?’—For should
you object, It may be refuted thus: as for a paid bailee, [he is responsible
for theft and loss] because he must make restitution of twice the principal [if
discovered] in a [false] plea of [loss through] an armed robber, [I would reply,]
notwithstanding the fact that the borrower is responsible for the principal is
a greater severity. Alternatively, he maintains that an armed robber is a gazlan
(Baba Mezia 95a).

The point is that in Exodus 22, there is a statement that if a man

borrows an animal or a thing, and the animal dies or the object is de-
stroyed, the borrower is responsible for the loss. But there is no information

whether the borrower is also responsible when the borrowed animal or thing
is stolen. Nevertheless, we can apply inference rule qal wa-homer by using

the depositary as minor and the borrower as major. Then the conclusion is
that the borrower, who is responsible for damage and death, is liable also

to restore the thing stolen from him. Let x be ‘borrower’, x′ ‘depositary’,
y′ ‘destroyed’, y ‘stolen’. Then we obtain the following diagram:

xy′ xy

x′y′ x′y
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Assume that a black counter means an obligation to pay 100% the cost
of damage as compensation and an absense of the black counter means an

obligation to pay 0% the cost of damage as compensation. Then we cover
this diagram by counters in Fig. 6.

Figure 6. Ury’s diagrams for the conclusions whether the borrower is responsible
for the stolen.

Our rule for inferring by qal wa-homer is formulated thus: if a cell
contains a black counter, all cells above it and to its right also contain

a black counter; if a cell does not contain any counter, all cells below it
and to its left are also without counters.

In the Physarum topology, Talmudic diagrams are built on the basis
of syllogistic strings of the form xy, yx, x′y, yx′, xy′, y′x, x′y′, y′x′, where

x and y in xy are interpreted as two neighbor attractants connected by
protoplasmic tubes, x′ is understood as all attractants which differ from x,

but they are neighbors for y, and y′ is understood as all attractants which
differ from y and are neighbors for x. We can simplify the Talmudic diagrams

for the Physarum simulation as follows:

x y

y′ x′

where x′ is a non-empty class of neighbor attractants for y and y′ is a non-

empty class of neighbor attractants for x. Then qal wa-homer tells us if we
had a multiplication in the plasmodium’s propagation at points x and/or y.

In Fig. 7, all the possible conclusions inferred by qal wa-homer in relation
to x and y are considered and it is defined if we have a multiplication at

those points.
Hence, the main difference between the Aristotelian syllogistic and Tal-

mudic reasoning is that, on the one hand, we are concentrating on fusions
of plasmodium in the case of implementation of the Aristotelian syllogistic

in the Physarum topology and, on the other hand, we deal with multiplica-
tions of plasmodium in the case of implementation of Talmudic reasoning.

Talmudic reasoning can describe only fragments of plasmodium behaviors
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Figure 7. The Physarum diagrams for qal wa-homer syllogisms: (a) If the string xy′

is verified, then the string xy is verified, too (i.e. if xy′ is verified, then x has
a multiplication of plasmodium). (b) If the string yx′ is verified, then the string xy is
verified, too (i.e. if yx′ is verified, then y has a multiplication of plasmodium). (c) If
the strings xy′ and yx′ are verified, then the string xy is verified, too (i.e. if both
xy′ and yx′ are verified, then both x and y have multiplications of plasmodium).
(d) If no string is verified, then there is no multiplication of plasmodium. (e) If
the string xy is verified, then there is no multiplication of plasmodium. (f) If the
strings x′y′ is verified, then the strings xy′, yx′ and xy are verified, too (i.e. if x′y′ is
verified, then both x and y have multiplications of plasmodium).

as well as the Aristotelian syllogistic describes some fragments of plasmod-

ium propagations. Only the pragmatic syllogistic is sound and complete on
plasmodium interactions. For more details on Talmudic reasoning and its

modern formalizations see [15].
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VII. Conclusion

We have shown the Judaic roots of unconventional computing ideas
and constructed two syllogistic versions of a storage modification machine

in Physarum polycephalum: Aristotelian syllogistic and Talmudic reasoning
by qal wa-homer. While Aristotelian syllogistic may describe the concrete

directions of Physarum spatial expansions, qal wa-homer describes propa-
gations in more than one direction. Therefore, while for the implementation

of Aristotelian syllogistic we need repellents to avoid some possibilities in
the Physarum propagations, for the implementation of qal wa-homer we do

not need them. Hence, the second syllogistic can simulate massive-parallel
behaviors, including different forms of propagations such as processes of

public opinion formation.
In our opinion, the general purpose of Physarum computing covers many

behavioural sciences, because the slime mould’s behaviour can be consid-

ered the simplest natural intelligent behaviour. Thus, our results may have
an impact on computational models in behavioural sciences in general.
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